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Abstract
Background: Patients with allergic rhinoconjunctivitis are
susceptible to both nasal and ocular symptoms. The conjunctival provocation test (CPT) is an established diagnostic
procedure used in allergic rhinoconjunctivitis, particularly to
document a patient’s current reactivity to allergens. To date,
there are no international guidelines defining the CPT. No
approved evaluation method exists for interpreting CPT results. This paper aims to establish the digital analysis of macroimages as an objective, validated and standardized method for interpreting CPT results. Methods: In a clinical immunotherapy trial with 155 patients, treatment progress was
documented based on the CPT. Local investigators used a
symptom score to grade tearing, reddening and the patients’ subjective perception of symptoms (mucosal irritation). A central observer rated conjunctival hyperemia via
digital photography. Digital image analysis software was utilized to determine conjunctival hyperemia. Results: Spearman’s correlation between the local investigators’ and the
central observer’s ratings was r = 0.729 (p < 0.001); the per-
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centage of total agreement was 48% (based on 739 photos).
Digital image analysis (based on 48 photos) had a high percentage of total agreement with the central observer’s ratings (69%) but a low percentage of total agreement with the
investigators’ ratings (38%). The corresponding correlations
were r = 0.264 and 0.064, respectively. Conclusion: Photography-based rating by a central observer may represent a
valuable supplement to the local investigator’s assessment
for making an objective evaluation of CPT results. Digital image analysis possesses the potential of being an objective
evaluation method compared to the wide-spread subjective
evaluation by the investigators.
© 2013 S. Karger AG, Basel

Introduction

Allergic rhinoconjunctivitis is a widespread disease of
great epidemiologic importance: about 500 million people worldwide are affected by allergic rhinitis [1]; its prevalence is over 20% in most countries [2], and the direct,
indirect and intangible health costs associated with it continue to rise [3, 4]. The primary diagnosis of allergic rhinoconjunctivitis is usually made via skin prick testing or
blood testing for specific IgE, methods which are approved and easy to apply in daily routine [5, 6]. Mucosal
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20, 27–36]. Combinations of different techniques are described, such as threshold-setting, edge-detection, color
extraction, smoothing, fractal analysis or densitometry
[28, 33].
Horak et al. [20] proved that digital imaging is a sensitive tool for measuring redness in conjunctival allergic
reactions and claimed that this instrument may be able to
replace subjective evaluations of CPT results. They demonstrated significant differences between the sensitivity
of digital analysis and subjective assessment with respect
to the differentiation of active treatment and placebo
groups in the test results. Test reactions were documented using a special slit-lamp construction, and conjunctival redness was calculated by measuring optical density
of the red fraction of the whole photo (technique of densitometry). Their publication is the only existing work
validating digital image analysis for the use in CPTs.
Fukushima and Tomita [27] described a digital image
analysis method capable of quantifying histamine-induced conjunctival hyperemia in guinea pigs. It was their
objective to overcome the insufficient subjective grading
with scoring systems and the need for automatic digital
image analysis. The authors used ImageJ software to select vessel pixels in a predefined region of interest (ROI)
after image processing with threshold setting and binarization. In a consecutive work, Yoneda et al. [28] investigated the reproducibility and reliability of automated
software in analyzing conjunctival hyperemia in humans.
They figured that current subjective evaluation methods
using various grading scales needed to be replaced by
more objective procedures. Their work also included the
calculation of the percentage of red pixels in a predefined
ROI and threshold setting. The authors asserted that it is
possible to perform a simple and prompt analysis of photos taken with a slit-lamp using digital image analysis
software. As a result the applied method was reproducible, subjects suffering from allergic conjunctivitis and
subjects treated with Bimatoprost showed a significant
higher percentage of detected pixels than the healthy control group. However, they described limitations of their
analysis because the predefined ROI was very small and
dependent on photographic conditions. Although no
CPTs were conducted here, the patient collective included a few subjects with allergic conjunctivitis. The methods described [28] seem to possess the applicability in hyperemia measurement of the CPT.
Owen et al. [29] compared the measurement of conjunctival vessel width by an automated computer algorithm with the measurement by manual methods on digital photographs. The automatic algorithm was based on
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provocation is an established diagnostic procedure especially for documenting the strength of the allergic sensitization directly at the organ level under specific immunotherapy and the patient’s current reactivity to allergens, respectively, whereas the skin prick test and blood
testing for specific IgE are not suitable for this indication
[5, 7]. Therefore, mucosal provocation tests are used in
immunotherapy studies for documenting treatment effects and are accredited by regulatory agencies as a measure of outcome [5, 7–9]. Furthermore, direct mucosal
allergen challenges, such as the conjunctival or nasal
provocation test, are used as secondary diagnostic tools
for a variety of purposes, for example: to confirm the diagnosis of occupational allergy; to confirm the diagnosis
of seasonal allergic rhinitis and to exclude a clinical silent
sensitization, if the result of a skin prick test or specific
IgE measurement is contrary to the patient’s clinical
symptoms; assessing the symptoms directly at the organ
level to evaluate the indication or efficacy of any antiallergic treatment, and to research the immunopathologic
mechanisms in the target organs [7, 10, 11]. Nevertheless,
different opinions exist in the literature as to whether the
conjunctival provocation test (CPT) serves generally as a
model of allergic rhinoconjunctivitis [7, 12–14] or not
[14, 15]. The CPT has not yet been consistently defined
by any international guidelines and is mentioned less often in the current literature [6, 10]. One of the reasons for
this is that only little attention has been given to allergic
conjunctivitis compared to other atopic disorders such as
allergic rhinitis or asthma [16], although ocular symptoms occur in up to 70% of allergic rhinitis patients [17].
Different methods for evaluating CPT results are available: grading scales that take the local investigators’ assessment and the patient’s subjective perception of symptoms into account [7], photographic documentation of
patients’ eyes and rating of such images by an observer
[18, 19], or rating by means of digital image analysis software [20]. However, none of these methods is a generally
accepted tool for interpreting CPT results [10]. On the
contrary, the nasal provocation test is mentioned in the
literature as the approved mucosal provocation tool [21]
and is consistently defined in detail by international
guidelines [6, 11, 22, 23]. However, methods used to evaluate nasal provocation test results, e.g. anterior rhinomanometry, lack in sufficient reproducibility [24–26]
and depend greatly on the examiner’s experience and on
the patient’s compliance [7, 22].
The current literature describes several achievements
in digital image analysis of conjunctival vessels, which are
reported to be more sensitive than subjective ratings [19,

ments of the validated digital image analysis into clinical
grades to attain higher comparability with subjective
grading scales. They showed that a conversion into objective grades allows for a more effective interpretation and
more objective description of findings for clinicians. Beyond that, Peterson and Wolffsohn [32] did some research on the optimal resolution and the maximum compression of digitally analyzed photographs. They summarized that a medium resolution of 767 × 569 pixels and a
strong compression of 50% of the original image do not
cause a loss of quality of the evaluation.
Schulze et al. [35] were the first to apply fractal analysis
to assess the degree of vascular branching in conjunctival
hyperemia. They compared fractal analysis with measurements of chromaticity and vessel detection by implementation on sample photos of common grading scales
for bulbar hyperemia, like Wolffsohn did before [33].
With all the techniques of digital image analysis that they
applied [35], changings of redness in every scale could be
detected. However, insufficient image quality limited the
results of the fractal analysis.
Papas [36] researched eligible objective measured parameters of the conjunctival vascularization that reflect
the ratings of clinicians as accurately as possible. Images
from patients were captured with a digital camera and a
slit-lamp biomicroscope. Thereafter, digital analysis using colorimetric and morphometric techniques and subjective rating using a grading scale were conducted. Morphometric measurements of the percentage of vessel-depicting pixels and of the number of vessels corresponded
highly with the subjective ratings, whereas colorimetric
methods had a lower degree of accordance. Therefore, the
author concludes that subjective rating is focused primarily on the density of vessels rather than on the color.
As described above, ophthalmology is one of the major
disciplines in medicine that uses digital photography and
digital image analysis. Apart from the analysis of conjunctival hyperemia there are a lot of applications in ophthalmology and other specializations in medicine using
such techniques. In ophthalmology, digital photography
and analysis are used for diagnosis of the anterior eye segment [37], for vessel detection in corneal transplants [38],
for analyzing the corneal involvement of pterygium conjunctivae [39, 40], for noninvasive calculation of hemoglobin in the wide field of emergency medicine [41], for
examining rotational stability of intraocular lenses [42],
in diagnosis of dry eye [43] and in the observation of side
effects of antiglaucomatous treatment [44]. In dermatology they are implemented for measuring erythema and
edema of the skin prick test [45–47] or intradermal skin
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the technique of smoothing that uses the Gaussian distribution of intensities in an image to detect certain structures, such as edges of vessels. The manual method is described as a hand-operated digital measuring of single
conjunctival vessels and defined as the gold standard. The
automatic method showed high intrasession repeatability
and high intermethod repeatability with the manual
method, although small over- and underestimations of
the vessel width arose. The authors recommend the use
of automated computer algorithms to accelerate and simplify digital measurements, in preference to the very time
consuming and error-prone manual methods.
Fieguth and Simpson [30] compared the measurement
of bulbar hyperemia by digital image analysis with ratings
of bulbar hyperemia by clinicians using a grading scale
with the aid of an internet-based survey. The digital image analysis consisted of the detection of vessel edges
(Canny-edge algorithm) and the measuring of relative
redness in each pixel (RGB color space) and was based on
thirty sample photos of bulbar hyperemia. Results of the
digital image analysis and the clinicians’ judgments had a
linear relationship to each other, but the variability between each measurement was definitely smaller than between the raters. In the end they came to the conclusion
that this kind of analysis is able to replace subjective grading of bulbar redness.
Wolffsohn [33] applied a digital image analysis with
color extraction and edge detection on sample photos of
different subjective grading scales for conjunctival hyperemia. His work showed that the digital image analysis reflects exactly the values of the grading scales and presented highly reproducible results, in contrast to the results of
the clinicians which show a high variability when using
these scales. A clinical implementation was not carried
out. Prior to this, he had also tested a digital analysis with
threshold setting, color extraction and edge detection on
a single subjective grading scale [34]. Color extraction
and edge detection turned out to be the most stable and
sensitive methods in detecting bulbar hyperemia.
Peterson and Wolffsohn [19] analyzed sensitivity and
reliability of the digital image analysis with color extraction and edge detection in comparison with subjective
rating using a grading scale. Pharmaceutical vasodilatation was induced in patients and afterwards captured
with a digital camera and a slit-lamp biomicroscope. Sensitivity and reliability of the digital analysis were significantly higher than of the subjective rating. The authors
concluded that this kind of objective analysis might serve
as a new gold standard in examining the anterior eye. In
a consecutive work [31] they converted the measure-

Materials and Methods
Data Collection
Patient data were obtained from a prospective, double-blind,
randomized, controlled, multicenter, dose-finding sublingual specific immunotherapy study with 155 subjects conducted before the
2012 grass pollen season. Clinical outcome was documented via
CPT. Skin prick test was conducted to confirm the diagnosis of allergic rhinoconjunctivitis in each patient at the first visit prior to
intake of any immunotherapy drugs. The preliminary results of
this trial have been published elsewhere [62]. For our work, we
used the patient data collected in the above-mentioned study, but
our research only focuses on the methods applied in this study; the
study treatment itself was not evaluated here.
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Table 1. Gronemeyer scale for evaluating CPT test results [7]

Stage Findings
0
I
II
III
IV

No subjective or visible reaction
Itching, redness, foreign body sensation
Stage I plus tearing, vasodilation of the conjunctiva bulbi
Stage II plus vasodilation and erythema of the
conjunctiva tarsi, blepharospasm
Stage III plus chemosis, lid swelling

In the study, conjunctival allergen challenge was conducted
three times with the standardized allergen extract ALK-lyophilized
SQ (ALK-Abelló A/S, Hørsholm, Denmark): at visit 1 (prior to
sublingual immunotherapy; SLIT), at visit 3 (after 4 weeks of treatment) and at visit 4 (after 12 weeks of treatment). Grass pollen allergen was applied to the patients’ eyes in consecutive dosages of
100, 1,000 and 10,000 standard quality units (SQ-U)/ml at each
visit. The testing procedure is derived from the CPT protocol by
Riechelmann et al. [7] (whose trial did not include a further administration of an additional lower CPT dosage of 100 SQ-U/ml
to the conjunctiva). The local investigator documented the patient’s conjunctival reaction 10 min after each application. In the
case of a clearly negative reaction, the investigator proceeded with
the next higher dosage. If the reaction was definitely positive, allergen challenge was discontinued immediately. To rule out falsepositive reactions, the allergen-free control solution ALK-diluent
was applied as a blank value to the patients’ eyes at each visit. By
definition, the control solution was administered to the right eye
and the allergen to the left eye (unilateral CPT).
Local Investigator Rating
In total, eleven local investigators were involved in the evaluation of the test results after each applied allergen dosage. Their
rating comprised the assessment of the visible objective parameters of tearing and reddening as well as the documentation of the
subjective symptoms of mucosal irritation (e.g. itching or foreign
body sensation) reported by the patient. For systematic grading
of symptoms, the investigators used the scale by Gronemeyer
(table 1) [7].
The investigators rated the test reaction as positive when findings in the eye were at least stage II. Assessments at stage 0 and
stage I were both considered negative and CPT was continued at
the next higher dosage. A clear positive conjunctival reaction
needed to consist of symptoms recognized both subjectively and
objectively; the domination of subjective symptoms such as those
in stage I was not sufficient.
Photographic Documentation
During the evaluation of CPT results, investigators made photographic documentation of each treated eye. For recording macroimages, all centers were equipped with a digital camera appropriate for macrophotography (Ricoh CX4, Ricoh Company
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). One study center was equipped with a digital
single-lens reflex camera (Olympus E-3, Olympus Corporation,
Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan) combined with a macro lens (Olympus
ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 50 mm MAKRO 1:2.0), a macro LED light
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tests [48], for analyzing repigmentation during treatment
of vitiligo [49], for quantification of skin lesions [50], and
in diagnosis and treatment of atopic dermatitis [51, 52].
Otorhinolaryngology makes use of this technique during
endoscopic transsphenoidal pituitary surgery [53] and
for video-laryngoscopic-assisted surgery [54], while it is
used for analysis of body posture in patients with asthma
[55, 56] in pediatrics. In general it is a suitable method for
documentation, communication and education on, for
example, orthopedic problems and treatment [57] or
photographic documentation in facial plastic surgery
[58].
The work described in this publication aims to compare different methods for evaluating the results of conjunctival allergen challenge. Its purpose is also to establish in future the digital image analysis of macroimages
as an objective, validated and standardized method for
evaluating CPT results. This method, which should be
fully automated, easy to apply and inexpensive, may
thereby improve the scientific reputation of CPT in allergy research. Achieving the objectives would help CPT
evolve to being an equal or even better alternative to the
nasal provocation test for documenting a patient’s current allergen reaction under immunotherapy treatment,
or for being used as an outcome parameter in clinical
hyposensitization trials. Since Blackley’s [59] first report
of applying pollen on his conjunctiva and documenting
the reaction in 1873, CPT has been frequently used to
diagnose allergic rhinoconjunctivitis, especially in scientific work. It is generally easy to perform, inexpensive,
rarely associated with systemic reactions, and largely independent of the patient’s compliance and examiner’s
experience [7, 20, 22, 60]. It is considered as an approved
tool for analyzing pathomechanisms of allergic diseases
and assessment of pharmaceutical effects on the allergic
reaction [61].

Fig. 1. Relevant steps in semiautomatic dig-

and a remote-control release. The investigators were instructed to
always use the following camera settings: autofocus, focal point
positioning on the conjunctival area below iris, white balance of
4500 K, flashlight off, photosensitivity of ISO 400, a small focal
aperture of f/10 and an automatic shutter speed based on the focal
aperture. Furthermore, patients were requested to pull down their
lower eyelid to uncover a maximum area of the bulbar conjunctiva
below the iris and should focus on a colored marker on the camera’s front side. A special stand ensured the steady position of patient and camera. It allows for positioning the camera in all directions; furthermore, it is light-weight, portable and inexpensive.
The stand was developed and constructed by one of the authors (A.
Astvatsatourov).

Table 2. Rating scale for conjunctival redness in digital images

Central Observer Rating
On the basis of macroimages, a central observer rated the test
reaction displayed on the computer screen. The observer only
graded the visible objective parameter of conjunctival reddening
and was blinded to treatment dosages, patient information, health
conditions and local investigators’ ratings. Table 2 shows the scale
used for the systematic grading of redness. The status before CPT
served as a reference point for the rating; during the rating process,
the observer was able to make a side-by-side comparison of the
patient’s eyes before and after each allergen dosage.
The central observer rated the digital image of the test reaction
as positive when findings were at least stage I. In this grading scale,
the ROI is defined as a conjunctival area along the course of a single prominent visible vessel and its sprouts to be comparable and
to mimic clinical subjective ratings [35]. The above classification
is derived from the approved Efron scale for grading conjunctival
hyperemia as one complication associated with contact lens wear
[35].

to search for vessels and measure redness. To guarantee a consistent rating, all photos of a patient’s visit were presented simultaneously on the computer screen to modify the ROI to fit to all of these
images. Thus, the ROI may have differed from patient to patient
and from visit to visit, but not between photos of a patient’s visit
and of a CPT session, respectively. All photos were taken so as to
capture the whole visible bulbar conjunctival space, so that the segmented ROI could be very large and cover as much as possible of
the conjunctiva, unlike other methods using small ROIs of constant size and form [28]. Second, all images were modified by a
four-filter system, which was integrated in the software and used
to enhance color contrast, depict vessel edges and rims, and reduce
background noise. This filter sequence was adopted from the detailed description of Bock et al. [38] who were the first to implement cell^F software on vessel detection. Third, thresholds were
set manually to differentiate bright vessels from the dark background, so that vessel detection was adjusted to preexisting redness
and noise. Former analyses have shown that a threshold at the gray
value of 110 in a value range between 0 and 255 (8-bit images) is,
on the one hand, most accurate in detecting as many vessels as possible, and on the other hand able to prevent the detection of background noise (optimal signal-to-noise ratio). Fourth, it was possible to measure redness based on a gray value range in which
blood vessels are best presented [38]. The software detected vessels
within the predefined ROI in a single automatic step (fig. 1), unlike
other software that analyzes each single vessel sprout and its vasodilatation manually [38, 63]. Finally, the software used in our investigation identified vessels inside the ROI and presented them as
shown in figure 1. Redness was calculated as a percentage value of
the vessel pixels recognized within the ROI. If the increase in redness after CPT was 10% greater than the initial percentage value,
the test reaction was evaluated as clearly positive. In addition, the

Digital Analysis
Digital image analysis was performed thereafter to determine
the visible objective parameter of conjunctival redness in the taken
macrophotographs. It has been proven to be a sensitive tool for
measuring conjunctival allergic reaction [20]. The digital image
analysis program cell^F (Olympus Soft Imaging Solutions GmbH,
Münster, Germany) is an appropriate instrument for detecting
thin objects such as thread in a more or less uniform background.
Bock et al. [38] used this software for detecting neoangiogenesis in
corneal transplants. In our work cell^F was utilized to detect vessels in photographs of conjunctival allergic reactions.
This digital analysis procedure comprised the following steps
(fig. 1): first, ROIs were segmented manually to direct the software
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Stage

Findings

0
I
II

No visible reaction
Mild reddening in a single ROI
Stage I plus severe reddening in a single region of interest
or in several ROIs
Stage II plus severe ubiquitous reddening, particularly in
the conjunctival region close to the limbus corneae

III
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ital analysis using the software cell^F. 1.
Manual segmentation of the ROI (area outlined in red). 2. Automatic vessel detection
in gray value range.

1.4

1.27

1.3
Means of rating

1.2

n = 242

1.1

n = 233

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

1.24
1.11
n = 251

1.03

1.0

n = 256
0.78
n = 251

0.65
n = 255

Study visits
Visit 1
before SLIT

Central observer

Visit 3
4 weeks SLIT

Visit 4
12 weeks SLIT

Fig. 2. Means of ratings of the local investigators (dashed line) and
the central observer (solid line) across all study visits. Mean values
and number of subjects are listed with each point. Error bars represent the SEM (standard error of the mean).

increase in redness was classified into different stages: stage 0 (increase <10%), stage I (increase ≥10%), stage II (increase ≥20%) and
stage III (increase ≥30%), making this digital rating method easier
to compare with the other rating methods. This digital procedure
was applied in 1 of the 11 study centers for 16 patients.
Statistical Methods
To compare all methods with one another and to examine the
equality of both the central observer’s rating and the digital image
analysis to the investigators’ ratings, Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient r and the percentage of total agreement were calculated.
Spearman’s rank correlation test was chosen because the rating
results only have limited integer values from 0 to 4 (with regard to
the above-mentioned grading scales). The percentage of total
agreement was calculated in addition to Spearman’s correlation as
an alternative value of concordance. Simple deltas (Δ) between the
results of all methods were calculated (Δ = CPT stageRating A minus
CPT stageRating B), i.e. local investigator rating minus central observer rating, local investigator rating minus digital image analysis,
and central observer rating minus digital image analysis, respectively. A Δ of ‘0’ defines a concordance of 100% between the compared ratings and, therefore, the percentage of this Δ was utilized
to show a total agreement between the applied methods. In addition, the mean rating values of the utilized methods were calculated across all study visits to analyze the course of the ratings during the trial. Calculations were performed using the program SPSS
(IBM Corp., New York, N.Y., United States).

Results

The correlation between the central observer’s and the
local investigators’ was high with a Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient of r = 0.729, corresponding to a statis64
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tical significance of p < 0.001 (739 photos from 155 subjects). The percentage of total agreement between both
ratings was 48.4%. Moreover, analysis of the mean values
of the ratings across all study visits showed that both the
course of the central observer’s rating and the course of
the local investigators’ ratings are characterized by decreasing rating stages throughout the study period (fig. 2;
table 3). Decreasing rating stages indicated a lower CPT
stage and therefore a reduced allergic reaction (see also
table 1, 2). While the mean central observer’s rating remained nearly constant for the first 4 weeks, the mean
investigators’ ratings showed a large decrease during the
same period. However, starting at visit 3 (after 4 weeks),
the central observer’s rating decreased parallel to the investigators’ ratings for the last 12 weeks of the study (visit 4). It must be noted that compared to the central observer’s rating, the local investigators’ ratings show lower
absolute mean rating values across all study visits (fig. 2;
table 3). So the judgments of the local investigators and
the central observer tend to veer away from each other
during the study period. In a similar manner, the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients decrease from r =
0.763 at visit 1 to r = 0.725 at visit 3 and r = 0.723 at visit
4 (table 4).
The digital image analysis (48 photos from 16 subjects)
was characterized by a high percentage of total agreement
of 68.75% with the central observer’s rating, having similar over- and under-rankings, but it had a lower degree of
total agreement of 37.5% with the local investigators’ ratings. Similarly, Spearman’s correlation between the digital image analysis and central observer was r = 0.264,
while between the digital image analysis and the local investigators the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
was r = 0.064; both figures were not statistically significant (table 5).

Discussion

Three methods for evaluating CPT, all having different
objective and subjective parameters, were compared to
one another in this study: the first method involved symptom rating conducted by local investigators using a score
comprising the subjective assessment of tearing and reddening, and subjective patients’ information (mucosal irritation, e.g. itching or foreign body sensation); the second method was the subjective assessment of the single
parameter conjunctival reddening on the basis of digital
photos by an independent and trained central observer
using a modified grading scale of conjunctival hyperemia,
Dogan/Astvatsatourov/Deserno/Bock/
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Local investigators

Table 3. Mean ratings (bold) of the local investigators and the central observer across all study visits

Observer V1

Investigators V3

Observer V3

Investigators V4

Observer V4

233
40
1.03
1.00
0.0588
0.897
0
3

242
31
1.27
1.00
0.0773
1.202
0
3

251
22
0.78
1.00
0.0539
0.854
0
3

251
22
1.24
1.00
0.0728
1.154
0
3

255
18
0.65
0.00
0.0525
0.838
0
3

256
17
1.11
1.00
0.0697
1.115
0
3

Table 4. Spearman’s correlation and percent agreement between
the central observer and the local investigator

Observer
Spearman’s correlations: local investigators/central observer
Total: investigators
Correlation coefficient
0.729
Significance (two-tailed)
0.000
n
739
Visit 1: investigators
Correlation coefficient
0.763
Significance (two-tailed)
0.000
n
233
Visit 3: investigators
Correlation coefficient
0.725
Significance (two-tailed)
0.000
n
251
Visit 4: investigators
Correlation coefficient
0.723
Significance (two-tailed)
0.000
n
255
Frequency
Percent agreement: local investigators/central observer
Investigators negative;
observer positive
305
Agreement
358
Investigators positive;
observer negative
76
n
739

%

41.3
48.4
10.3
100.0

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).

Table 5. Spearman’s correlation and percent agreement between
the digital image analysis software cell^F and the central observer
or the local investigators

Observer

Investigators

Spearman’s correlations
cell^F software – local investigators/central observer
Correlation coefficient
0.264
0.064
Significance (two-tailed)
0.070
0.664
n
48
48
Frequency
Percent agreement
cell^F software – local investigators
Investigators negative;
software positive
27
Agreement
18
Investigators positive;
software negative
3
n
48
cell^F software – central observer
Observer negative;
software positive
4
Agreement
33
Observer positive;
software negative
11
n
48

%

56.3
37.5
6.3
100.0

8.3
68.75
22.9
100.0

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).

and the third method entailed rating conjunctival redness
as shown in photos of the patients’ eyes using the potentially most objective digital image analysis software Olympus cell^F.
The photography-based rating by a central observer
is described in Results as having a high correlation to local investigators’ ratings, and it can be used as a stable
method to analyze CPT results, e.g. as an outcome pa-

rameter in clinical immunotherapy studies [64]. However, the percentage of total agreement is 48.4%. Photography-based observer rating and its suitability are not
new concepts; other authors have already described the
existing advantages. Kjaergaard et al. [18] pointed out in
their research that a photographic rating of CPT results
seems to be more sensitive than local rating with the naked eye.
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Valid, n
Missing, n
Mean
Median
SEM
SD
Minimum
Maximum

Investigators V1

66
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ited. Sometimes patients have preexisting conjunctival
redness, so that rating photos after each CPT dosage
based on the prior reaction or reaction before CPT is very
beneficial here.
The Gronemeyer symptom scale [7] we used is not the
only grading tool available. Nunez et al. [65] utilized the
very detailed score by Abelson [66], in which the severity
of each of the symptoms of reddening, chemosis, tearing
and itching is assessed. A similar grading system of 0–4 for
the severity of each symptom is described elsewhere [9].
In these systems, however, interindividual differences between investigators’ ratings are not negligible and, without slit-lamp examination, are difficult to assess. We decided to use the Gronemeyer scale as a very current classification and as a good compromise for conducting a
simple yet sufficient investigator evaluation. Furthermore,
it conforms to the Guideline on the Clinical Development
of Medicinal Products for the Treatment of Allergic Rhinoconjunctivitis by the European Medicines Agency [8].
The digital image analysis applied here has a greater
percentage of total agreement with the central observer’s
ratings than with the local investigators’ ratings. Similarly, the Spearman’s correlation between the digital image
analysis and the central observer’s ratings is higher than
between the digital image analysis and the local investigators’ ratings, but the values are not statistically significant.
Digital image analysis and the central observer rating
were both based on the single objective parameter of conjunctival redness, whereas the local investigator rating relied on different, also subjective, parameters. This circumstance will be examined, however, in a consecutive
ongoing study involving more patients.
The imaging software cell^F was applied for the first
time in 16 patients to analyze conjunctival redness. The
aim was to assess the digital image analysis software, originally applied to neoangiogenesis detection in corneal
transplants of mice and using images taken under microscopic magnification with a professional SLR camera.
Therefore, in this dose-finding study one center was
equipped with a special stand and a professional SLR
camera, so that the photographs could be taken under
standardized and controlled conditions by one of the authors (S. Dogan). The photographs taken in other centers
were used for documentation purposes. It was unclear
whether this kind of analysis would have been suitable for
detecting vessels in the photographs of the human conjunctiva because of anatomical differences between the
human conjunctiva and mice cornea, and the different
photographic magnification factors. Nevertheless, we decided to test this analysis software and felt confident that
Dogan/Astvatsatourov/Deserno/Bock/
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More objectivity in evaluating CPT results is necessary
[9], and a central rating is capable of improving this objectivity. Finally, the observer rating relies on the observer’s subjective evaluation of the test reaction as seen in the
photos, meaning that it is not the most objective method
[35]. The observer, in our investigation, is only able to
analyze the single parameter of redness; other important
information is unavailable. Therefore, the local investigator rating should be the evaluation method of choice, supplemented by the assessment of a skilled examiner and
the patient’s subjective information [8]. We also conclude
that a more objective photography-based rating should
be carried out by a central observer, especially to improve
the evidence of treatment effects in clinical trials [8, 18,
20]. Our findings support this conclusion, particularly
the observations that the central observer’s rating declined parallel to the investigators’ ratings with a delay of
4 weeks and that the observer exhibited higher mean ratings across all study visits compared to the investigators.
Central ratings may reveal subjective effects that appear
mainly during the first few weeks of treatment. Such effects may lead to contrasting results, because the investigators’ ratings take into account subjective feelings and
symptoms (e.g. itching) of patients expecting a rapid onset of successful therapy.
A limitation to the comparability of the central observer rating with the investigator rating is the difference between the grading scales used. The investigator defines a
clear positive reaction of the CPT starting at stage II, i.e.
when subjective patient perception of symptoms (e.g. itching) occur simultaneously with symptoms visible to the
investigator (e.g. redness or lacrimation; table 1). On the
other hand, the central observer defines a clear positive
reaction starting at stage I, i.e. even small increases of redness visible to the observer lead to positive test reactions
(table 2). The blinded observer, however, possesses no information about what the patient perceives and is thus not
able to make such fine differentiations as the local investigator can. To avoid this systematic error, the statistical calculation of concordance was classified as 100% agreement,
negative deviation and positive deviation (table 4). A higher concordance between observer and investigators could
possibly occur in statistics without that systematic error.
This issue will be analyzed in subsequent scientific work.
Another limitation to objectivity is that the central observer is not blinded to the prior test reactions. Each photo is rated based on the photo of the lower CPT dosage.
Otherwise, such a blinded observer rating is more suitable
for evaluation of the test reaction in patients sensitized to
multiple pollen allergens, although its objectivity is lim-

adjustments to filter modification and threshold settings
would remedy this issue. Moreover, other authors have
proven that a method primarily employed for examining
the cornea can also be used for the conjunctiva [35].
With cell^F software, a few very promising results
arose (cf. fig. 1), although others were error prone. Sources of errors continue to be low image quality (especially
light reflections and focus variations due to the wet and
spherical background of the human conjunctiva), inadequate opening of patients’ eyes or different lines of sight,
and deviations in manual threshold settings and ROI segmentations.
Our research was not yet able to achieve its objective
of developing a fully automated, objective, validated and
standardized digital image method for analyzing CPT results. However, our research did show that photographic
documentation is possible using affordable equipment
(price of the self-constructed stand is EUR 250, prices of
the camera device vary between EUR 200 for a standard
digital camera and around EUR 2,000 for a suitable digital
SLR camera including a suitable macro lens) and does not

require large and expensive slit-lamp and microscope
camera constructions, as demonstrated by the good correlation between the central observer and the local investigators’ ratings. Digital analysis with cell^F as a semiautomatic method is easy to apply and works with the reasonably priced equipment. Such an inexpensive system
could be attractive for everyday clinical use by allergists,
who are often otolaryngologists, dermatologists, general
practitioners or pulmonologists [4, 21] rather than ophthalmologists for whom slit-lamps are standard examination equipment.
We are in the process of developing a fully automated
digital image analysis to replace manual segmentation by
a single automated step. A first attempt has yielded very
promising results with segmentation based on Hough
transform for circles. In addition, color model transforms
have been used for further objectivity and robustness [67].
There are lots of expectations that a higher validity can be
attained using digital CPT analysis in the future, since digital analysis possesses the greatest objectivity [19, 20], for
contributing to the revival of the CPT in allergy research.
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